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WEATHER FORECAST
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy and
not so warm with scattered
afternoon thundershowers today and Thursday.
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Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, Sept. 8, 1948

YOUR PROGRESSIVE II 0 re If NEWSPAPER FOR ON ER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

'Preparations Underway
For Record Enrollment
At Murray Coll'e;c0

State Commissioner
Of Health To Speak
Before Group Here

•

Joint Meeting
Of Medics To
Be Held Friday

4

"Public Health and Medicine"
will be the subject of a talk Friday by Dr. Bruce Underwood,
Louisville. State health commissioner and secretary-editor of the
Kentucky State Medical Association.
Dr. Underwood wilt speak at a
joint dinner meeting of the Southwestern Kentucky Medical Association and the Kentucky State
Medical Association First Councilor District at the Woman's Club
house here.
Also scheduled to speak is Dr.
Eugene Regen, professor of orthopedic surgery at the Vanderbilt
university medical school at Nashville, Tenn. His topic will be ;7Bacir
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Hickman Cabbie
Fined Here For
Drunken Driving

In t
03-7 07-

Brigham Futrell of the state police
Futrell

said that the cab driver was weaving all over the road. Two bottles

•

OPERATION BEAVER—Parachute with Its load of a boxed beaver has just settled to the
ground, after being dropped by plane, and box has opened, allowing beaver to crawl away
uninjured. Beavers are being moved from settled regions where they cause damage to
irrigational systems to primitive areas of Idaho where they build their dams and still
be trapped for their fur.

of whiskey were found is the car.
Passengers -in the taxi were a
woman with three children, and a
man with his wife and on child.

The passenger was instructed to
drive the taxi back to Hickman
Pain."
after Presson's driver's license was
Winner will be served at 6:30 and revoked for Six months.
the program will follow. -A large group of area physicians
is expected to attend this meeting.
said Dr. Hugh Houston who is
acting councilor of the First DisWalter Williams is going to help
trict Kentucky State Medical Assogive away more than 1.000.000 bath
ciation.
•
"With two such noted speakers. towels, starting Sept. 7. He is the
who are specialists in their fields." manager of the Riley Furniture Co.
he said, "local doctors will have here and is expecting to have no
a rare opportunity to learn some of difficulty giving away his share.
In the biggest promotion of its
the latest developments in the pracsort ever stag-ed. Williams antive of medicine."
The membership of the South- nounced today that he will give,
Cannon
western Kentucky Medical Asso- without charge. a genuine
every woman who
ciation is about 150, said Dr Hous- bath towel to
calls at his store and watches a
ton,
demonstration of the. new Bendix
Washer with the automatic soup injector.
To acquaint more than a million
new Bendix
with the
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- /women
YARDS, Sept. 8. i UP1-1USDA— Washer, the manufacturer is cooperating with distributors and
Livestock:
Hogs 5.600; salable 5.000; fairly dealers thtoughout the nation in
active. weights 190 lbs up. mostly giving away 1,000,000 Cannon bath
25c higher than average Tuesday. towels.
that only a
Williams warned
Lighter weights and sows. 25c to
mostly 50e higher. Bulk good and limited number of the free towels
choice 200 to 260 lbs 29.25 to 2950; had been allotted him and that the
top 29.50: heavier weights scarce offer will expire after all have been
Odd lots 270 to 300 lbs 27_50 to 29; given away.
170 to 190 lbs 2773 to 29; 130 to 160
"
•
lbs 25 to 2750; 100 to 120 lbs
25
down
lbs
400
to 24: good sows
to 27: heavier weights 22 to 24.75:
stag's 17 50 to 20
Cattle 5.000: salable 4,000; calf
receipts 1,500, all salable, opening
initial deals
trade slow; some
At the regular meeting of the
steady on all classes. A few med- Fiscal court Tuesday in the chamto
30;
26
steers
good
to
low
ium
bers of Judge Pink Curd, it was
medium to gkoCiet heifers and mixed voted to appropriate $7500 for the
above,
lots
yearlings 24 to 31; odd
care of Mrs. Bessie Williams and
36; common and medium cows her family of seven children.
canners and cutters
17.50 to 1950;.
Mrs Williams, 34, has been try14.50 to 1750; medium to good ing to support her large family
bulls 21 to 23. vealers unchanged. since her husband deserted them a
good and choice 26 to 30; medium year ago. The children range in
26.
age from 18 months to 15 years.
Sheep 2.800; salable 2500; spring
Beginning in OctOber. MI5. Wilthan
25
to
50c
higher
active,
lambs
liams will receive $104.00 per month
Top
the preceding day's average.
from the state welfare department.
25.25, including sales to packers The money appropriated by the
Bulk good and choice 24.50 to 25.- Fiscal court is to tide her over,
25; occasional lots down to 24: said Judge curd.
medium to good kinds 22 to 2350.
slaughter ewes steady at yesterday's 50 cent decline, Most sales
9 to 10; cull ewes 7.50 to 850; old
!meets 8.50.

LIVESTOCK

New Concord Opens With DEVELOPS
Enrollment Of Over 300 SCHUMAN QUITS

•

70

UPI—The
MOSCOW, Sept R
Russian communist party today
denounced the Yugoslav regime of
Marshal Tito as a "hand of polls
ticai murderers" and suggested
that the Yugoslav party get rid
of its present leadership.
After more than- two Months of
editorial silence here on the ouster
of Tito from the Cominform, the
party fired a broadside at the Yugoslav leadership, The blistering
attack was published in the party
organ Pravda
The denunciation charted that
Tito to had lost his support of a
majority of Yugoslav communists
He stayed in power, it said, only
by means of "cruel repressions.
mass arrests and murders"
--HO
-RSESHOE THAT FAMED
FORT WORTH, Tex
UP)—The
horseshoe on the wallet of J. D.
Jackson wasn't as lucky as it
Might have been. A thief took the
wallet, $25 in it and a $115 watch
from Jackson.

The devotional will be given by
PARIS, Tenn., Sept. 8 (UP)—
Mr. R. E. Goodgion. Dr. Ralph
Woods. president of the college, The deaths of a couple identified
will express a greeting to the new as Neerh Paschall, 62-year old timber worker, and his 45-year old
students.
wife.- Polly. were listed today as
Proceeding a sheirt speech by
murder and suicide. Both had been
Dean William Nash, Josiah Darnell
shot close to the hekrt with a shotwill lead the entire assemblage in
, •
group singing A- vocal solo will
The bodies were found yesterbe presented by Miss Mary Virday in their home. Witnesses said
ginia Williams.
that they heard the blasts—about
members, John E. Robinson. di- four or five minutes apart.
rector of the training school, will
make announcements.

Latest On Politics

Alice
Hendon; vice preside
StubbleFielder; secretary-. Su
By United Press
field: treasurer Eula Mae Rose;
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of New
and sponsor—Mr. Edward Curd.
New—Concord will have a new York was reported "pleased- toball teach this seer, Mr. Harold day by the reaction to Harold E.
grade Stasseei's campaign-opening reply
Garland ,a former sixth
to President Truman.
teacher from Kirksey.
The
Republican
presidential
A new course in public speaking
is being offered to the sophomore. nominee. listened by radio last nisht
junior, and senior boys this year. while Stassen, speaking before 3,The class is being taught by Mrs.000 cheering Republicans in Detroit. answered Mr. Truman's LaCelia Grogan.
The Mother's Club of the New bor Day attack on the GOP.
Concord school met Friday. AuA Dewey aide said the Stassen
gust 27. at 2:00 with their president, speech set the 'line of attack- for
Mrs. Kerby Jennings. in charge. Dewey when he personally begins
campaigning later this month.
He said Dewey plans to "go after
President Truman on both foreign
and clamestic isstieS% during his
coast-to-coast srling, whch gets
.
underway on Sept. 20:
In his speech last night. Stassen
accused Mr. Truman of bumbling
inefficiency in domestic and foreign affairs and of making "an
extremely demogogic appeal" for
Labor's vote during his whirlwind
holiday tour.
"His scolding, threatening, complaining speeches were further in;
dications of the fact that he cannot furnish the essential leadership
in affairs at home and -abroad so
vitally needed in these crucial
years," he said. .•
Stassen. denied
Mr. Truman's
statement that a
GOP victory
would usher in a -new era of fear"
for labor. He defended the TaftHartley act, and cited Dewey's lifbor record in an effort to give the
lie to the P'resident's charge.
He said that Dewey, if elected.
will "be fair to labor and will seek
the best interests of the people as
a whole."
Other political developments: ,
Dixieerats-Democrats—The Democratic national committee received
word from 'Texas regular Democrats that they wmild bar from
their Sept 14 coneentlbh any party member who participates in e"re
State Dixlecrat convention, opening today in Dallas. The DixieUnderwood!
Dr. Braes
crat meeting will be addressed by

ToSpeak Here

RUSSIA URGES
OUSTING OF
MARSHAL TITO

Opening exercises for Murray
Training school will be held in
the Little Auditorium in the Administration building on the campus at 9:00 o'clock Thursday forenoon.

PARIS. Sept. 7. (UPI—Psemier
New Concord High school opened There were 17 members present
Hobert Schuman resigned tonight
enrollan
with
Monday, August 23,
and many more are expected next
alter the national assembly voted
ment of 330. The Rev. Ryberg, time.
misconfidence in his coalition cabpastor of Cherry Baptist church,
Some problems were discussed,
gave the opening address and urged
inet formed three days ago, plungthe students to make this :he best including how the Mother's Club ing France back into the gravest
could help the school this year. The
school year ever.
crisis since the liberation.
Several new teachers have been first activity will be a shower spunThe popular Republican boldly
added to the faculty. The new
Cordeliaored
s
by the Mother's Club for the
high school teacher, Mrs.
ataked his government leadership
Home Economis department. This
Healy, is causing much interest
will be rriday. September 10. at on a showdown at the outset in a
among,the students,_Tile ove grade
ess- iliveryone is welcome. • 'irticulent assembly. and lost.
G. 'Shelton "1 - • 7-teachers are Mrs'
Schuman made tt all or nothing
are dishes,
Some
suggested
items
Garland.
Harold
and Mr.
dish towels, scissors, paring knives, when the assembly met by announOthers teachers are: Mrs. Juno
cookie sheets, pie pans. ind most cing t,hat if it did not vote for him
Wilson, first grade; Mrs. Lorene
any article used in the way of he was through. It was only with
MeCage. second grade: Mrs. R. G.
cooking or sewing. An electric extreme reluctance that he strugShelton, third grade: Mrs. Dan
iron is badly needed by the girl's gled through the morass of negoHart, fourth grade; Mrs. Lourelle
department. A new electric range tiations which led to the formation
Forrest. fifth grade_ and Mr. Harwill be added to the department of a cabinet at the weekend.
Garland. sixth grade. High
old
soon.
The assembly vote made it plain
Mrs.
ai.d
are:
Mr.
school teachers
Faculty, students and members that the basic issues of inflation
Edward Curd. Mrs. Cordelia Healy.
and Mrs. Celia Brogan. Mrs. Oh- of the community are all enthus- and government plans to grapple
with it were no nearer a solution
yew. Erwin begins her second year iastic about the new school year.
than they were last week when
at New Concord.
The vinkgo tree, probably the the nation had no government.
The high school girls c,in take
world's. oldest .existing tree type. Schuman evidently thought the
advantage of their first physical
was in its primate 120.000,000 showdown might as well conic
education _class this year, under the
years ago.
sooner rather than later.
direction of Mrs. Healy.

Destitute Family
To Receive Money The senior class has chosen their
sponsor and officers or the
From Fiscal Court (lass
year. They are: president Dortha

II

PROGRAM THURS. PARIS COUPLE
MEET DEATH IN
MURDER, SUICIDE

----ill

ing and fined $1001:10 pins costs._
Presson wasdpicked up by Cpl.

Riley Furniture To
Give Away Towels

1

:eh 1.
0
1,0Pilf
Teen-Age
Large
Numi.
TRAINING SCHOOL
TO HAVE OPENING Freshmen Expected First Day
6 165

•

Luther Presson, Hickman cab
driver, was brought before County,
Judge Pink Curd Tuesday afternoon on charges or drunken driv-

on the outskirts of town.

Vol. XX; No. 71

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

the party's presidential candidate.
Gov. J. Strom Thurmond of South
Carolina. Upon his arrival in Dallas. Thurmond told reporters that
"my campaign is looking good very
good."
Margaret — President Truman's
daughter, Margaret. is going to accompany her father on all his campaign trips. She went with him in
west coast
his June swing to
and On his Labor Day tour, and
th6`firesident hied the hand she
got from the crowds.-fle called
her "my greatest anted."
Georgia—Gov. M.- E. Thompson
Talmadge, rival
and Her
claimants for
the governorship
political
Georgia's 1947
during
crisis, were the top candidates for
the gubet•natorial nomination in today's state primary. Talmadge. son
of the late "Gene" Talmadge. based his campaign on opposition to
President Truman's civil right,
campaign. Thompson. whose 1947
claim to the governorship was recognized by state courts, campaigned on his record.
: president
Labor—A . F. Whitney
of the- Brotherhood dt Railroad
trainmen, announced in Cleveland
-that the union's state legislative
i-ePresiSrstativcs have endorsed the
Truman-Barkley ticket. Whitney
was at one time bitterly anti-Truman.
Utah—Early returns from yesthat
showed
terday's
primary
Democratic Gov. Herbert B. Maw
was enjoying a wide lead over his
opponent, John S. Boyden, in his
bid for re-nomination.
Nevada—Walter S. Baring cf
Reno was nominated by Democrats
to oppose incumbent GOP Rep.
Charles H. Russell in November
rustehe 'state's lone seat in the
house,
Illinois— The Illinois supreme
court ruled that Hery A. Wallace's
Progressive party has no right to
place county candidates on the ballot .in Chicago and Cook county.
The ban ,on state-wide or national
candi4/0es still holds, however.

Hospital Movie
To Be Shown By
March of Time

RUSSIAN PLANES
STAGE MANEUVERS
OVER BERLIN

UP t—EastBERLIN, Sept. 8.
west relations here dipped to a
new low today as Russian planes
wheeled over Berlin and the western air corridors. endangering the
aerial flow of supplies to this
blockaded city.
The Russians received a vigerous
protest against the seizure by
treachery of 19 German policemen
in the last phase of the battle of
'the Berlin city hall. Promised safe
conduct, they wer e
betrayed.
Gen. Pierre Koenig. French military governor, protested directly
to Marsbsil Vassily Sokolovsky.
The Soviets served notice of big
scale air maneuvers which would
pose a hazard to the western air
run into Berlin. Promptly. AmeriPARIS (U.Pt—A system of -milk can pilots reported sighting 11
banks," operating on the same i3rin- Russian fighters in formation 3,000
ciple as the blood
banks which feet over the U. S. Corridor.
Authoritative U. S. sources said
have been set up in many countries
since the war, is being started in a number of Russian planes were
France to provide real mothers' active over Berlin at high altitudes.
milk for babies whose own mothers Four power agreements forbid forare unable to nurse them. mation flights or maneuvers over
Following the example of Swe- Berlin at any altitude.
den and other Nordic countries,
where the plan has been operating
successfully, French public health
authorities have established "lactariums" in Paris. Lyon and Dijon.

The latest March of Time film
showing "behind the scenes" in a
hospital will be on the Varsity
screen Sunday anti Monologs
The title of the picture will be
"The Case of Mrs, Conrad." It
shows the streamlined operative
procedure in a modern hospital.
Members of the Murray l'ospital
board said that this will be a wonderful opportunity for those who
haven't been inside of a hospital for
years to see how a hospital functions in the present day and age.

"Milk Bank" Idea
Tried in France

IMPENDING STRIKES
TO SWELL RANKS
OF IDLE WORKERS

The number of workers idled
by strikes in major American industries passed the 80.000 mark today.
A strike by 170 plant guards in a
contract dispute with the Briggs
Manufacturing company at Detroit
Stocks slow in quiet trading.
Bonds irregularly lower: U. S closed all of the company's plants
governments did not trade.
in the motor capital, and 25.000 employes were out of work. The comCurb stocks irregularly lower.
pany supplies bodies for Chrysler
Chicago stocks lower.
Silver unchanged in New York and Packard.
at 75 1-4 cents a fine ounce.
Three walkouts already were in
Cotton futures higher.
progress in the east and west
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn. coastS, with about 58.500 partici,
oats, rye and soy bean futures pating. They were the walkouts
of oil workers and longshoremen
irregular
on the west coast and .ruck
drivers
In New York and New Jersey.
Walkouts threatened in the telephone and flour milling industries.
Biggest of the impending strikes
was that of 25.000 CIO communications equipment •korkers in 45
states. set for Sept. 17.
Mayer. ..1VIu-s. Ralph White, Mrs.
Negotiators for the union and
Stella Neely.
the Western Electric Company met
House and Grounds Committee—
in Chicago Today in an attempt to
Mr. Dees Roberts. ehairman; Mr.
avert the strike. The union has
Raymond Rayburn. Mr, Joe Bruce
said it will strike unless a new
Wilson. Mr. Julian Cooper, Mr. Cfrcontract agreementis reached.
ville Owens, Mr. T G. Curd,
Western Electric is the supply
Mr.
Recreational Committee
Hewlett Cooper. chairman: Mrs. division 'for the' /Sell_ telephone
Stark Erwin, Mr. Otho Clerk, Mrs. company. The union claims that a
Bob Orr, Mr. Buford Bailey, Mr. strike would' tie up communicaPaul Daily, Mr. L. J. Hill, Mr. Car- tions-throughotrt the nation. since
other Bell workers would respect
mon Parks.
Health Committee—Mrs. Clete its picket lines.
Paschall, chairman; Mrs. G. W. _AFL grain processors in the twin
James, Mrs. Edith Paschall, Mrs tities of St. Paul and Minneapolis
Herbert Underwood, Mrs. Rose were set to strike this afternoon.
The 1,800 workers voted overwhelOutland
Hospitality Committee—Mrs. Par' mingly last night to strike unless
for
Thompson. chairman; Mrs. tfarWin millers met their demands
White, Mrs. John T. Taylor. Mrs. a 20-cent wage boost.
A spokesman for General Mills,
Elwood White, Mrk_Dtunas Clanton. Mrs. Eula Mae Barnes, Mrs. Inc.. one of the companies involved, said a strike would "shut down
Oscar Turnbow.
Magazine Comm ittee — Mrs. tight- the twin cities milling inFudge. chairrpan; Mrs. Wiley Par- dustry. ,
ker, Mrs. Rexie Davenport, Mrs.
On the west coast. five CaliforSeldon Lamb, Mrs. Joe Holmes, nia oil producers agreed to resume
Mrs. Hilman Cole.
negotiations with the striking CIO
Correspondence Committee—Mrs. Oil workers at a day-long session
RobOrt Taylor, chairman.
(Continued 'on Page Two)
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MARKETS
At A Glance

Mothers whose own babies are
past the nursing stage are encouraged to come to the lactarium
daily to give their milk- for other
babies. By way of compensation,
the milk donors are allowed extra
food rations.
The milk is pasteurized and bottled, after first having been passed
by bacteriologists, and can be kept
fresh for is. long as three weeks.

Officials at Murray State college
are making preparations to enroll
approximately 1,500 4u-dents
week, Mrs. Cleo Hester, registrar,
said this morning.
Registration for freshmen begins
on Thursday, September 16.
Other students will take physical
examinations on Thursday and register the following day. The bulk
of the registration will be completed on Saturday. Anyone registering on Monday will be charged
a late regisdation fee, said Mrs.
Hester.
Some College officials believe
that the final .registration figures
this year wil 'exceed the record enrollment of 1,560 for the fall semester last year. Estimates have
been placed as high. as 1,600 for
this year.
Although many veterans of World
War II, who have swelled the enrollment figures of colleges through
the country, have now completed
their education, educational authorities believe that the new draft
law will influence many teen-agers
to register in colleges this fall.
A new course to be offered this
fall to upper-classmen is "American Political Parties.- The instructor will be Dr. C. Lowry, head of
the polticial science department.
Due 1,6 the riational elections this
Year, and due to Dr. Lowry's popularity as an instructor, this is expected to be one of the mosteagerly sought courses on the campus.
Another course expected to be
popular
with
the students is
"Shakespeare.'essiffered by Dean Ella Weihing. This 'is the first time
in several semesters that the course
is being offered under Miss Weihing. In the past students have
fought to take this course.
Opening ceremonies at the college will be held the week following registration.

HazeliP.T.A. Names
Committees For Year
The executive committee of the
Hazel Parent Teachers Association
had their first meeting of the school
year at the home of Mrs. L. J. Hill
Friday.
The officers present were Mrs. L.
J. Hill, president: Mrs. Raymond
Rayburn. vice president: Mrs. Alice
Steely, second vice president; Mrs.
Robert Taylor, secretary; and Mrs.
Crawford Ray. treasurer.
Members were told that a nursery
for small children will be conducted at the school under the supervision of Mrs. Alice Steely.
The following committee members were named for the year:
Pregram Committee— Mrs. Riley
Miller, chairman; Mrs, Paul Daily,
Mrs. Dees Roberts, Mrs. Notie Miller, Mr Dees. Roberts.
Finance Committee--Mr. G. W
James. chairman: Mr. Rowdy Elkins, Mr. Paul Dunn, Mr. Robert
Taylor, Mr. Darwin White.
Membership Committee -- Mrs.
Raymond Hernie, • chairmna, and
faculty
Publicity Committee--Mrs. Jess
Steely, chairman; Mrs. Dees Roberts, Mrs. Claud White, Mrs. Julian
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TO WHOM WE ENTRUST SO MUCH
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan '
Ave. Chicago; 80 Boylston St.. Boston.

AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
OUR YOUTH. THE SERVICE THEY
RENDER TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCATION

COMMUNITIES AND THE NATION

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
as Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
ei our readers.

STRIKE

-by Mai

AS A WHOLE CAN NEVER
BE MEASURED.

Wednesday Afternoon, September 8, 1948
To THE PUPILS- TI-4 CITIZENRY OP
TOMORROW - THE PEOPLE WHO
WILL CONTINUE THE

STORY OP

AMERICA'S PROGRESS.

.Corftinued from Page Onei
yesterday between the union and
the Shell Oil Company. Neither
side would make concessions.
The oil industry was making
plaits for a voluntary rationing
program, to allocate oil products
first to essential services, and
then-if any was left-do motorists.
In Los Angeles, the transit lines
reported that fuel supplies would
last only about a day and a half.
And at San Francisco, the bus line
estimated that its supply of gasoline would run out Tuesday.
Service stations did a rushing
business, as motorists kept their
gas tanks brimming while gasoline was available.
Meanwhile. 30.000 striking members of the* CIO longshoremen's
iimon were taking a secret ballot
I, determine whether their leaders should sign non-communist affidavits and whether they should
work on army vessels during the
strike.

01141axweeeee-

An army spokesman in Portland

THROUGH LEARNING, THEY
PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR

hinted that the army might load

THE PART THEY WILL TAKE

essential cargoes for the far east
itself if the the martime worke:a

IN THE FUTURE

,1-77ninsitr- -

BUILDING

OF OUR COUNTRY.

FOR NEXT U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING - Beauty of architecture and landscaping characterizes the impressive Palais de Chaillot, where the United Nations General
Assembly will meet beginning Sept. 21. The semi-circular building (center, rear), Just
behind the central buildings of the Palais is a temporary structure that will serve as a
restaurant for UN. representatives.

for the borrower to meet his mortgage payments. If a family's heating cost is beyond its means, application for a mortgage often will
through the tunnel, compared with fa a skirt to a dress waist but had
wouldn't.
To Toi( PARENTS- FATHERS AND
tie rejected.
1.429 during :he :Amy period on no luck until her husband came
MOTHERS WHO WANT THEIR
New
York
truck
owners
served
The Federal Housing and Horne ,
along. H. unstiteneti toe skirl.
Aug. 23, before 'the strike bega n.
CHILDREN To HAVE EVERY oreore•rusirv.
Finance agency, under which the notice that they were prepared to:
matched it with the pail Sr. and
SEEING THEM THROUGH ELEMENTARY
FHA operates, considers this of' wait out a long walkout by their !
•
:came up with a periect nsw look.
HANDY MTH HANDS
I 13,000 striking AFL driver:.
such
importance that in a recent
SCHOOLS,PROVIDING FOR THEIR
BY EWING GALLOWAY
I
MEMPHIS Term it.111)- Mrs. The husband's a die and tool
The owners rejected demands by
bulletin on heat waste it states:
HIGHER EDUCATION THROUGH THRIFT
o
Phillips worked in vain to, maker
Down our way farmers are hir- data n and isataed a.a ti p
teamsters
25-cent
the
Howard
AFL
for
a
'Probably
the
most
effective
AND EVEN SACRIFICE,THE PARENTS
ing truckmen to put water in wells. loose dirt left by the dragla
wage
Negotiations
increase.
con•
means. of saving fuel is in the use
EQUIP THEIR CHILDREN FOR.
and stock - watering ! The neatest and cheapest
cisterns
of proper insulation for the dwell- I Untied today with little hope for
troughs. Expensive! I ought to ! pond job was done with a nye:.
FULLER AND MORE USEFULUVES
an immediate peace.
know. I did it for five years And ic dump pulled -by a' 45-hp cats
The city got ready for a gradual
According to the U. S. Departit taught me a lesson that' tens of pillar tractor.
...v., W. 41.•
ment! of Commerce. two thirds of shutdown of business and comthousands of Kentucky farniersassBefOre throwing up a dam sl.h.
I all building insulation produced is merce. Grocery and milk deliveries
haven't learned as yet.
ground for the full length of a
I some form of mineral wool, var- have been tapering off, and one
No. I'm not exactly right abo
Mould be cored to remove all top
musty called rock wool, slag wool newspaper was forced to cut
that. Practically all farmers hase s 1 and possible roots. The trensa
or glass wool depending upon the down the number of its pages by
actually felt the need of an abun- rho d be 2 to *3 feet. deep and,'
material from which it is made. In a newsprint shortage.
!small pond requires from!
dant all-year supply of stock-wa- I wide.
loose form a is blown into confly
The effeciivness ot the strike'
W.
to
o acres of watershed.,
ter. but always their' worries, cease one
cealed spaces in existing homes: was demonstrated at Holland tunThe L7v
.I' a.aa. avea
with tht first tag :alas in- late ! A large pon 3 to 4 acres of waterbats or blankets are installe-d in nel The New York port authority
digs up this information a ut a
Fall or early Winter and they 4, shed An ave
e size metal barn
new construction or where the said that during a 'wu hour period
tipsy judge who aroused civic
of the new federal I
Passage
promptly forget All about it. And)riasf swill put as
ucli water in 3
- ism..
in
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trucks
passed
housing bill at the special session space is accessible to a workman. yesterday
next year they 'run short of water pond as two ac
of--sloping
:
:The scales of justi:e were slight-. 'Cowess will result in increased
again, letting their cattle drink ground.
ly tipsy T.:urine a t 'rm of court in h
building activities by pervile stagnant pond water or their
When hiring contractdrs to do
bogs try to keep alive on puddle'pond work a fa_-mer should have South Carolina in 1823. according ' mittin smaller down payifferin
p soiding more 'mortgage
water they ikillow in. Then if the a written understanding-a letter to records newly brought to light! and
cattle do badly or the hogs die. from the . contractog -that the His honor eats recommended for I money, it, 'as predicted ,oday by
n Research Bureau
the, farmer wonders and pities turn- farmer shall pay for actual hours trepeat hence' by the grand jury Ofl'Ihe Constru
chiages of being *in a continual as New sesa is,
aring house (Or
self as a victim of bad luck.
put in. the farmer checking work state of intuXicatiou and
unfit fur' building informati
Good water is just as essential time by his watch, with no pay the traneactian of
business to -the I
Under the new law,
purchaser
to the health of an animal as it during breakdown or for cape-rise injury of cur citizens and disgrace
FHA mortgage
tisiii
nsurance
is to the health of a human being. of moving the machinery.
cf the
th state' Ill s grand jury re
I can buy a $6.000 home a ith down
and every time I see animals drink- , Autumn is pond digging ti-rne
pertedo
'If this had been aceideot•
! payment of only 1300. Or Sj er
nt.
big foul water 1 think their own.y with Ha Ho.,. r. we would not
Previously. .10 'o 33 per cent
era ought to have to take a few i
ise ID- The
otolleed AV. • but
0511 1116111f TO GET A lit-1T
"
••arc1ia4e price was requirttd.
swigs of it themselves.
that the glee has•besomli
Having worked on twelve ponds 1 PORTLAND Me UP -A young halals-el. We think- that this miss
The new law saises the interest
tried
on a brown staiped suit.
in a period .4 ten years. I may bei man
fostune should alone-rest on him- rate to 4 1-2 per cent on GI mort'Isle to pass along some simple size 36. in Morris R.addin's store, de- self .
gage loans from the previous 4
suggestions as to methods Our t cided ot looked perfect and dashed
per cent. This is expected to in •
away. lemons.his old one behind brat job was deepening an tiler
Re mem her these stateznenta--- crease home-buying by veterans
pond This we did with dump l
_ mos. because many banks were retie,cnly three' short
scrapers. We broke the graund
cow
said early us:la) _ Wed- mg to make loans at the lower
a two-horse pima With three dump
nesday. August 15. 1945-that Fan- rate
'
scrapers working. one of them
Supplysof mortgage money a !I
pea:it Hirahita had ordered all Jappulled by a light tractor, the other
a:A4- Ara.ea forces whesever they greatly be increased by the laws
two by horses we went down three •
a7 e, t
cease military operations, provision that lending institutions
120
plow depths a day an a pond
ins-'bp their arnts and follow or- can sell to the National Mortgage
Feet by 40 feet The pond was on
ders .4 the MLA Supreme cum- Association, a federal agency. as
level ground. and we used a metal
minder. .General'_Douglass Mae_ much as 50 per cent of their mortbarn rued as a seater shed. ,A: that
.1 gages. This will replenish n lending
Arthur.
time farm labor was ,11 25 a day.
!Institution's money supply. In the
•
Deepening the pond to a total of
! past lenders couldse
on 1 y 25
Remember. any of the contribuDis( mint
10 feet cost around ES.. At the
;tete at the press made by Dr. Em- percent of their mortgages and for
present time, a dragline is the',
a short period this summer there
ory W. Luceuce We will have
best method of doing over oldl
has been no secondary market.
give him credit for the :e
-mg
tohs
ponds Small ponds can be deep-'
FHA financing is one of the most
qu•aation:
ened with dump scrapers pulled!
important factors in tocri.iy s homeregular $119.95
-A minister. preaching on Me
by horses or fesnos drawn by
danger of compromise, was con- building program, a spokesman for
tractor; if there is not much soft
dimming the attitude of so many the Conservation Research Bureau
mud and water to contend with
Christians- who believe certain stated. During the first 6 months
Three men with two single dump
of this year. the FHA insured 158,tiling' concerning their faith, but
scrapers and a plow car. make. a
917. or 356 per cent, at the 445.900
in
a:tual
practice
will
sas
s
weeks.
water,
two
hole
in
good
Al the climax of the privately financed dwelling units
No matter how small. a pond
AT DEATH'S DOOR- but .
seemon,
he'
seal. -Yes, there are started in that period.
8
should hold feet of water in wed
Former President Eduard
The FHA lends no money, meremillions
.4
Christians
who are slidmonths. a . minimum ar--e feet in
Ber,es of Czechoslovakia Is
straight to 'hell on 'their buts." ly ICUarantees that lenders will Ii"
a see ere drought The deeper. thk
fading rapidly in his tght ingThe
congregatisii went into gales paid SMce the agency was set up
better.
for life The 115 - year - o;c1
:suiSster and the rninistei 14 years ago, it has Insured over
We deepened and widened oth•
statesman resigned as head
tnlitla closed the'stiviee with a 112.500000.000 in mortgages. Before
ponds with a dragline. One reas,..i.
Insuring any loan, the agency
of his nation last June beiiediction.
for hus was that the por.ds had
weighs all known factors in the
rather than go
w.!h
water in them and _no other kin.1
mortgage risk, including the bor!he
ni>1.•
C^n-.
•
•
t.-yused.
Oa
be
could
maehinery
of
lower's ability- to pay, and sees to
fr-rn-ni•-•
three big jobs a bulldozer knocked
a that the dwelling unit conforms to definite standards of construction
Incladed in the property rating
Dry weather plat-ailed 'over the
State clai .ng the fore and middle is itt structural soundness: resispet to otstrsesaTailtTelISSISI ha. good tance to fire and other elements,
'lams av: r„ the aveskeo.d, and on livability: mechanical and conven• Porcelain Enamel inside and out.
the Nkhu1? the temperature& aver- ience equipment. Insulation is hien
'aged ,,,;aly sliatly above the. nor- up on the rating list bemuse if
• Steel Ccnitole Cabinet
,,
7 -.al
Until Saturday When the full-thick, fireproof tnineral wool
:om: blatati, -tee I .ek of moisture is used it increases fire-resistance.
• Large End Mont
is bec,..rnine serious. materially adds to resale value or the house,
• Low Flue Opening
'e:ting ptstures and all rate crops. mid. by reducing the fuel bill 50
S ,weter, an arlequk,.• amount of per eentsand more. makes it easiar
• Single Dial Heat Selection- •
in fe:11.generally,over the, wetter?)
ad .etritral sections of Kentuck
The early corn crop is made and
see Sattii-day. but over tne eastern In some Sections it is nearly-ready
AND MANY OTHERS
snarls --tne- Teirfatt was MOW .
- and for cutting. This crop-.continues in
re rain 'is badly meoded. In parts good ta excellent condition geners ilia nrialiesuit: the psecipitatain ally.* -Late- enfardn the westsrn and
' .s rot bees enough to break the northvrestsrn counties is mostly in
aught conditi .rat which have pre- good condition but elsewhere& jt
\ ailes le some LK* .litiks for over a varies from fair to poor. It is most• I t'moll, wad in these localities pas- ly in the* denting stage
Much hi
Idrerand gardens are dried' up, to- the central and eastern sections of
bacco and tate! corn have been ma- the State has been damaged by the
, tert ilki _damaged and feed,ing uf het weather of the past 'few we2ks.
l dairy stock is necessary. In -most -Tobacco varies greatly from poor
I of the southern and western see- to excellent, averaging fairly good
',OW, the recent dry 'spell and the as a whole. Soms topping, suckIsit weathe. of late August wrat ering and pi
:
I-mins:4s still being
, Stinsgingt to ,thc late craps. aed done. Pastures iii forileu*, erops
. pastures and fortis a crops and gar- ate mostly fair ta failing and cor',, ,r. - -Itir satrted to deteriorate but dons generally are Niko,. Late
.
.. .4 .,
three-yearprissmer,
HOIIE-Bertram
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,EN ROUTE
ine%(.sections the rains potatises.. where plapted., range
iold Austrian war orphan. lugs his toy panda as he stops . I, . 1.yt few days- were iery from good to Poor, Apples in Vie
0. CHERRY
brieflrin New York duritir a long flight front Europe to ,,,,,,,...,...„: Also the rains will _put western fruit siectioos are in for to
H. McCUISTON
CaraCes, Venezuela, where he will be adepted. TWA hostesses ' ,i„. v enund ..4 ri good cendition
good -condition and picking is in
traveler
and
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little
lone
pet.
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and..leeding.
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A PIE SUPPER SPONSORED BY THE
MOTHERS CLUB
Will he held
Saturday, September 11 at 7:30 at
OUTLAND SCHOOL HOUSE

New Flousing Law,
Expected To Boost
--- Home Building
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EVERYONE IS INVITED

AMAZING
DISCOUNTS

tir.e.,

LEX
tackle's
same
footbal
combir

dition

REMOVE THAT FUEL
HOG FROM- WUR
HOME

with n

SUM ME

Ferr

• SUMme

Va.. d

DURING SEPTEMBER ONLY

•

yews

ago'
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NORGE HEATERS

I

Model F. 11-70, regular $129.95
Your Cost $104.95

S25.00

Model HH-55,

$18.50 Discount

Your Cost $101.45

Model HH-50, regular $99.95

$15.50 Discount

Your Cost $84.45

Model DRH-37, regular $69.95
Your Cost S59.45

Report. On Weather
1 iknd Crop Conditions
In Kentucky

^

$10.50 Discount

Economy Hardware Offers You These
MONEY-SAVING FEATURES

i

SEE NORGE BEFORE YOU BUY
We also have Coal and Wood Heaters
that will do the job right

ECONOMY HARDWARE STORE

i
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Tulane Greenies Hope Speed,Spirit
Will Help Win First Two Encounters
Frnka said he didn't know yet
who would comprise the nominal
starting lineups. but added there
would be a Scramble for top
..4"lions,
By BILL LAFFLER
Jim Keeton, Enid, Okla., and Bill
United Press Sports Writer
Bonar of Bellaire, Ohio, look like
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 8—iU.Pa sure starters in the quarterback
Both are experienced in
—Tulane's Greenies, n o t even spot.
ranked as a dark horse in pre-sea- working under the center in the
son Southeastern Conference prog- Frnka-favored "T" formation sysnostications today hoped that speed tem. But three Orleanians--Bob
and spirit would help them ward Whitman, Joe Ernst and Don Fortier, a converted halfback, should
off a one-two power punch.
That power
punch will come ,se0 plenty of service.
in the halfback positions, Frnka
from the first two teams the
Greenies will" face this season— has speed and power. In addition
to big Cliff Van Meter of HenryAlabama and Georgia Tech.
'VAS PROMINENT RED —
.„"Alabama will always be re- etta, Okla„ Frnka can use Bobby
REDS—Franz /ndio, Moscow has anOPPOSES
spected." said Head oCach Henry Jones of Houston, Tex., George
Neumann, chairman of the nounced the death of Col.
Frnka. "Alabama and Georgia Tech Kinek , of Allentown, Pa., Jimmy
German Social
'len. Andrei A. Zhcianov.
of
Tulsa,
Okla.,
and
Dick
Al
Waller
should be one-two in the conferparty, addresses an anti- 7ecretary of the Central
of
New
Orleans
on.
the
left
half
ence this year, and you can take
Communist crowd of Ber- Committee of the Commu-Orleans,
your choice. The record wiU speak side, and Ray Prats of New
liners outside the ruined ntst Party and founder last
Bill Svoboda of Bonham, Tex.,
for itself."
Bobby Maxwell of Dallas. Tex..,
Reichstag Building. He told year of the Cominform..
The Greenies will open the sea- Jimmy Glisson of Yazoo City, Miss..
•-•
the cheering thousands Zhdanov. often mentioned
son against 'Banta in the enlarged and John Sikora of Gary, Ind., on
there was no difference as a possible succes.sor to
'
that
Tulane stadium, which now can the right.
between Nazi dictatorship Premier Stalin. was reseat 73.000, on Sept. 27, and then
Backing up Price and Binez at
and Communism.
ported dead "after a serious
move over to Atlanta Oct. 9 for
Illness"
their annual bone-breaker with the full will be Harry Hahn of New
Warwick.
The community of
Orleans, Johnny Hickman of Robittnac'ente‘v,
4.•
Tech Yellow Jackets.
ert E. Lee, Tex., and Joe Urbis of R. 1,, was bounded by Samuel Col
Use our Classified Ads -- They
Then, on following weekends, West, Tex,
LLOYD McDERMOTT
ton, who was banished from MassKentucky Right Tackle
Tulane will meet South Carolina,
the business.
t:et
opposed
the
achusetts
because
he
•
Four of Frnka's 22 returning letthe University of Mississippi, Aumagistrates who had censored the
starting
will
win
termen
probably
burn, Mississippi Statei V. M. I.,
conduct
of
his
maid
servant.
Baylor, Cincinnati and 'Louisiana positions at ends. At left end LetState, the latter in the season termen Roy Bailey of Sulphur, La.,
and Rex Partridge of Odessa, Tex., 'eager and willing backs t.nd lineWILL PAY THIS WEEK:
finale at Baton Rouge on Nov. 27.
have been tucking in passes regu- men, who will be ready to to- if
32c
Frnka made a startling move last
Heavy Hens
they are needed.
larly.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the he can't get through it. Humphreys week by. moving the speedy Ed
22c
,Leghorn Hens
"I'm
not
worried
about
manpower
7.
milesO'Brien
'And
at
right
enC
Allen
Blanchard."
Dec
a
"little
first in a series on prospects of is
Price and Paul Bienz, Southeastern
30c
and
material,"
said
Frnka.
"Just
Fryers
starter,
that
looks
like
a
sure
fast,
so
fast
oDikyl
Bowen
is
college football teams throughout
conference 100-yard dash champion,
15c
Frnka has more beef than he can Alabama and Georgia Tech. We get Cox
he may switch to halfback.
the nation.
from halfback to full,
use at tackle. One aspirant for the out test in the first two games, and
45c
Vanderbilt is the first obstacle
He said he made the change be- starting right tackle is Herome it's a pretty severe test, isn't i?"
Eggs
ATLANTA, Ga.. Sept. 8. (UP,-for Tech and could be tough. Red cause, as halfbacks, Price and Bienz
The Schedule: Sept. 25. Alabama,
Only Vanderbilt, Alabama and
Helluin, a 280-pounder from DonHighest market price for
with
a
Viindy
at
going
Sanders is
could go. only one way. As full- aldsonville, La. Helluin was an are;, Oct. 2. Georgia Tech, Atlanta;
maybe Georgia are given chances
Beef Hides
line second only to Tech. The backs, they can break away from
Oct
.
9,
South
Carolina.
here:
Oct.
all-state high school fullbaek last
to puncture Georgia Tech's cham- backfield has infantile but encourSubject to Change
Prices
right
or
left.
year. but Frnka is giving him a try 16, Ole Miss, here: Oct. 23. Auburn,
pionship bid in the Southeastern
aging sparks of greatness with
-And both men are good through
Without Notice
here; Oct. 30. Mississippi State. here:
tackle.
at
Conference this season.
Dean Davison. a towering tail- the middle,- Frnka said.
Th. veterans Paul Lea of New Nov. 6, VMI, here: Nov. 13, Baylor,
Despite graduation losses which back,
the top man behind the
The Tulane line will be compara- London, Tex., and Max Druen of here; Nov. 20, Cincinnati at Cinwould be crippling to any other line.
tively light, but should average Enid, Okla., are fixtures at left cinnati: Nov, 27, Louisiana State.
Phone 441
South 13th St.
team, coach Robert E. Lee Dodd
.
Georgia rides with Johnny Rau- almost 200 pounds. The backfield tackle, and in the right tackle, slot Eaton Rouge.
Residence Phone 1034
has a pair of veteran ends.
should
weigh
about
182.
the 'air-minded quarterback
Letterman Don Roos, Port Arthur,
Ammi
11411
finest guard combine, and top .ch.
-It all depends on who's in the Tex., and Walter Villars of New
who was rated the top back proscenter strength for his Tech line.
pect by the same poll which honor- starting lineup." Frnka said. And Orleans shouldi, form the one-two
The backfield, weak only a quared Healy. Rauch passes beauti- to Frnka, who uses the free sub- combination.
terback, could be devastating.
fully. He's no runner, but coach stitution rule freely, a starting lineTop candidates for the two guard
Dodd only laughed when his Wally Butts has a pair of half- up doesn't mean anything.
positions are Al Demme and Rainey ,
Engineers were established the backing potentials in Lukie BrunBrown of New Orleans, Bob Franz
favorites but even he had to admit son and Floyd Reid, the latter an tailback. Tulane. despite 9.6 dash of Crystal Lake, Ill., Dennis Doyle '
that his fullbacks Frank Ziegler ex-fullback who switched positions man Paul Bien. needs time for and Harold Headrick of San An-I
and buster' Humphreys are 'the because of his speed. The Georgia re-construction. Louisiana State's gelo, Tex.
best."
line is a stout one which could 'Sans last year's galaxy of backs.
Homer Dedeaux. the Gulfport.'
Tech's ends are George Broadnax generate surprises.
faces a nigh impossible schedule Miss., iron man, Stanley Kottemarti
Alabama needs to replace Harry with glaring weaknesses at tackle of New Orleans and Geerge Maddox
and Jimmy Castleberry, who have
looked good for a long time. Guard Gilmer in order to Mike the grade. and quarterback. Florida, Auburn of Dallas, Tex., lead the field-in the
Billy Healy was rated the top. SEC Veteran Gordon Pettus and Fleet and Kentucky appear out of the fight for the starting center post. I
Frnka has a locker room full of
lineman in a pre-season poll, and Eddue Salem are battling for the running.
his running mate, Ewell Pope, is honor along with Ed White, a forimmovable on defense. Little Lewis mer
.heson a guard
Ray Ric
Hook is outstanding amid a ruffled of pro4bn Worth. heads a rough
center cop.
line.
Quarterback is a trouble spot beFrom Tech and the challenging
cause there's no replacement yet threesome, prospects taper sharply_
for Jim Still, the deadly passing Mississippi State's backfield, headstringbean who graduated. Second ed by .Shorty McWilliams, is one
year players will do the halfback- of the best but there's nothing up
ing with Bob McCoy. who went 60 front in the line. Ole Miss won't be
yards for a touchdown against the same without Charlie Cornerly
Navy in 1947, and Jimmy ittedi but has sprinter Earl Howell as
Pattoon the brightest lights.
the key for the T.
The tip-off is at fullback. piled
Tennessee. good late last season,
three deep. Ziegler is a light race- is spotty with J. B. Proctor leadhorse who hurdles the line when ing the show as the Single-Wing
Editor's Note: This is the
eighth in a series of $outheastern Conference football
prospects for 1948.

had

Only Three Schools Considered As
Possible Threats To Georgia Tech

171q •

sirt,
and
tool

DOC FERRELL
Kentucky Left Tackle
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Two big
tackles who were honored on the
sume All-Kentucky high school
football team in 1943 are slated t6
combine their talents with the University of Kentucky this fall.
Doctor Taylor Ferrell, from Richmond's Madison High School, and
Lloyd Ivan McDermott, from Coviugton Holmes, are in the thick of
competition for starting berths
with the Wildcats.
Ferrell, just plain "Doc" to all
who know him, is a 215-pounder
who can match muscles with the
toughest tackles. He was off to a
slov., start last season after reporting for practice some 30 pounds
over his customary playing weight.
,
But both he and McDermott reported this fall in the pink of con- -41. dition after occupying themselves
with man-moulding jobs during the
summer.
Ferrell spent six weeks in ROTC
• summer camp at Langley Field.
Va., doing drills and other duties

tnat kept him trim.
McDermott was engaged in construction work during the off-season—on the pick and shovel end.
He weighed in at a hardened 220
pounds, two pounds under his 1947
playing weight.
-Both Ferrell and McDermott saw
plenty of service last season and
should be able to help make up for
the loss of all-conference Wash
Serini and Bill Griffin.
Ferrell is a senior but McDermott will have one more year of
eligibility after this season.

Not everybody in
Calloway cdunty subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

BROOKS BUS LINE
a

•

Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Time-Thru Buses — Shortest Route
All Seats Reserved — Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service
Daily Schedule — I.v. Murray 11:00 a.m., Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
Fare $19.05. without tax — Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Call
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Phone 450
Phone 604

LOOK!

Boggess Produce Co.

,RECEIPT BOOKS

4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

THIS BIG FLUFFY
.4TH TOWEL!

IT'S A

CANNON
TOWEL!

WE DO

From coast-to-coast, Bendix Washer dealers are
giving away 1,000,000 big, beautiful Cannon

Job Printing Of Any Kind

bath towels in a goy assortment of colors
and patterns! You'll get yours—without cost

GAY
COLORS AND
PATTERNS!

Satisfactory Work.Done The Way
You Want It
•

or obligation—when you see our demonstration of Ihe new Bendix Washer
with the Automatic Soap Injector!

20 x 40
INCHES!

THREE DAYS ONLY!
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.

Come In For
LETTER HEADS
TICKETS

STATIONERY

PROGRAMS

LOOK!

CARDS

ENVELOPES

IN FACT
ANYTHING IN THE WAY OF PRINTED MATTER

COME SEE THE WASHER,--WITH A "BRAIN"!
IT CAN EVEN:pUT IN ITS OWN SOAP!
It's worth seeing ... because the Bendix does an extra job no other washer can
do! Yes, the Bendix ... and only the Bendix has that newest step-saver, the
amazing Automatic Soap injector. Come see how it measures and puts in the
exact amount of soap at exactly the right time. Come watch our demonstration
and take home a beautiful Cannon bath towel ... absolutely free!

NOW A BENDIX FOR AS LOW AS $19995

Ledger & Times
Job Printing

(Model S-101, including normal installation)

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED! GET YOUR FREE TOWEL WHILE OUR SUPPLY LASTS!

RILEY FURNITURE and APPLIANCE COMPANY
Phone 587

East Side Square
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Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

tabilworoan s Society Of
Service
Meets Tuesday

•
from a beautifully appointed
and the afternoon was spent in rethe many Christian
reliving
calling and
thrilling incidents and unusual experiences enjoyed during their colThe general meeting of the WoWelcoming the return of Mrs. lege ItIe.
man's Society of Christian Service
Goldia McKeel Curd, who has been
was held at the First Methodist
living in Mississippi for the past
Family
make
Church Tuesday afternoon at 3:00
15 years, back to Murray to
her college Has Reunion
o'clock.
her home, a group
mates met Friday at the lovely
Mrs. A. F. Doran presided over
home of Mts. Bun Crawford at
The rcui,a, af the Pool family the routine business session. The
Lynn Grove for a dash dinner. and was held Sunday. September 5. at opening prayer aas led by Mrs. W.
the home af Mr and Mrs By Pool. A. Bell. A report of the seminar at
an all-day get-together.
and
The reunion was planned several A delicious dinner was served
Lambuth College. Jackson. Tenn.,
converweeks ago ha Mrs. Manliff Miller the afternoon was spent in
was given by Mrs. A. D. Butterwhen she learned that Mrs. Curd sation.
worth and Mrs. Bryan Tolley who
Those enjoying the occasion were attended as delegates from the local
was returning to Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Math Pool. Mr and church.
to live.
Present Friday were Mrs. Curd. Mr's. Dewey Parks, Frederick and
Mrs. Doran introduced Miss Clara
Mrs. Crawford. Mrs. Miller. Miss Carlyn. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pool Jane Miller and Mrs. John T. Irvan
Allen
Mrs.
and
Jessie Sherman. Miss Emma Keel, .aid James, Mr.
who were in charge of the program.
and Miss Epme Wilcox, all of Pool. Rob and Phyllis. Mr. and The devotional was "Finding Hapwhom attended Western State col- Mrs Alfred Young. Stanley and pumas" led by Mrs. Ii-van and Miss
lege at Bowling Green. and at Fay. Mr. and Mt,. Logan Har- Miller gave an interesting discus.
sometime or other had roomed mon. Mr. and Mis Roy Hughes. sein
of the Prayer of Paul concludwith each other. Five of the croup Patsy Lou, Mr. and Mrs. Cameron ng a series of studies of great prayall
roomed in the "same home at the Pool, Mr. and Mrs. Rdy P°°i
el rs of the Bible.
'
same time, and took their meals in of Murray.
Miss Alice Waters gave the closthe same boarding house.
Mr. and Mrs Bu Pool. St Louis. mg prayer.
enthey
graduation
Following
Mo. Mr and Mrs Lathan Campbell
tend the teaching professein wand aria Joy, Mrs Marne Campbell:
three are still teaching. Miss Wil- Springville. Tenn.. Mr. and Mns East Circle Of
is home economics instructor Scottie Harding and Linda Lou
First Baptist Church
in a school near Owensboro, Mrs. Mrs. Ardala Harding, Paris.rTetin
Miller teaches social *ciente at Mr. and Mrs. Noel Pool, Paducah. Nleets Yesterday
•
Tilghman High in Paducah, and Mr and Mrs. Henry Hurt, M.
The East Circle of First Baptist
Mrs. Crawler dis third grade teach- Steve Hurt. DickIstade:ida, hit.
church met at three o'clock yesterer in the Murray City school.
and' Mrs. Garnett Luten. Harding.
day with Mrs. Lucille Jonas, North
Miss Keel, who has been teachFifth street.
ing in Livingston County for the
During the business sessa n. prevast 10 years. was forced recently Dessert Bridge
sided over by Mrs. Amanda White.
to take a leave og absence because
Party Held At
chairman, it was agreed that, for
of trouble with her eyes
their community mission wcrk. the
The Big Six, as they term them- \\romans Club
group would visit shut-ins. Also
selves, have kept more or less in
A lovely dessert bridg: party at this time. Mrs C H Chiles. pastouch watt: each other since their
Bowling Green days. but Friday was given at the Club House Sat- tor's wife. ,accepted membership in
_ _ _ urday afternoon at. 2' o'clock. Mrs. the circle.
was their first. reunion_
The • devotional was given by
The ,amptuous dinner w served Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. George
Hart. Mrs. W. Z. Carter and Mrs. Mrs A. B. Lassiter with Mrs. Chiles
'r leading the opening prayer and
lack Kennedy were hostesses.
The sixteen tables were beau- Mrs. H. F. Farris leading the clostifully decorated with clothes, ing prayer.
Mrs. .Lassiter. program chairmatching napkins and a central
Ise ligmati's ddest problem. flo:al arrangement of marigolds. man. presented Mrs. White. Mrs.
tiesenet wrinfirig swat many•girl and zennias and nasturtariums The de- Rudolph Howard. Mrs. A. G. OutWOlaaill laill twee ths answer in CAAlicious dessert course which was land. Mrs. Ira Fox and Mrs. Jones
Dural 2-way be Tea we. ceenra may
make things tar swan. for you in either
served also blended into the yel- who gave a very interesting proof two ways: tte sairted 3 days before
gram on -State Missions".
.ow and green scheme.
-your time' and taken as directed on the
Ten members and two guests.
label. it shou.4 be:p relieve reactional
First, second, third and consoperiodic pain. .F tease throughout the
-. a, prizes were presented re- Mrs. Onie Bailey and Mrs B. C.
month like • tonic. it should improve yota
-pe,aively to Mrs. Everett Ward Castleberry,enjoyed the delightful
appeUte, aid digestion, and thus belp
followed.
d...1d up resistance for the trying days to
Outland. Mrs. Tom Stokes. Mrs. social hour thai
• •
come CARDL-1 is acleaufically prepared
Waylon
Mrs
and
Wallis.
Gins:les
and wientItcally tested_ 11 you suites -at
Rayburn.
those certain times-. get CAADL-1 today
Circle One of Womans

Mrs. Goldia Curd
Welcomed Back To
Murray By Friends

.

• • •

Pool

Personal Paragraphs
Mrs. Chas. McClain of Louisville
is in Murray at the bedside of her
brother-in-law, C. C. Farmer, who
underwent a major operation at the
Murray Hospital recently.
.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Joe L. Wear and
son, of Charlotte. N. C., were recent
visitors ill Murray. Both are former residents of Murray. Mr. Wear
is with the Hudnut Corporation..
• •
•

•

• •
Mrs. Sam Whitaker, who has
been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Mayme Randolph.505 Poplar, left
Sunday for her home in Marlow,
Okla.
•• ,
Mr. and Mrs. Peddle Workman
of North Thirteenth street, spent
the week-end in Memphis, with a
daughter, and a son.

Mn and Mrs. Cletus Robinson of
Mrs. Rheda Oury, who has been
St. Louis, were the weekend holi- a guest of friends in the city for
day guests of her sister, Mrs. several weeks,
left last week for
Dewey Jones, and Mr. Jones.
her home in Ft. Myers, Fla. En• •
route, she visited in Nashville and
Mrs. C. H. Curd who has been
other points.
making her home in Mississippi
• a
until the death of her husband has
and
Paul Lamberth,
Mr.
Mrs
returned to Murray to be with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Mc- 211 North Fifth street, vacationed
in Indianapolis, Ind., over Labor
Keel. Benton road.
Day weekend.
-• •
• •
Mrs. John Harkless of Wickliffe',

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hobson, 313
North Fifth street, are home front
Oak Ridge, and other Tennessee
points where they visited relatives
for several days. A daughter, Miss
Helen Hotwon, of Oak Ridge, returned with them for a brief visit:
also, their little granddaughter.
••
Mr. and Mrs. Ginath Owen Jr. of
Louisville are visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Ginath Owen Sr., on
Broad street.
••
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Barber and
children Freddie and Phil of Madisonville are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred, Barber.

DON'T
Sale ex
10.30, ri
don't Si
Anybod,
buy.—M
and AI
Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn Crick,
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Richerson and
Fern of Kirksey, were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Key
of Indianapolis, Ind. and attended
the Indiana State Fair.
••
Mrs. W. A. Flowers has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes to her home in Paducah after
Ky., is in Murray for a week's visit
TIrza, the famous Wine Bath
with her daughter, Mrs. Ralph and daughter Sarah left yesterday spending last week in Murray with Girl, joins with Yvette Dare. beauLouisville.
few
a
in
days
spend
to
Woods.
her daughter Mrs. Bill Parks and tiful Balinese dancer, to headline
the Bagdad Revue at the Mid-South
••
Fair in Memphis Sept. 26-Oct. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Williams returned to their home in Detroit
Mrs. Bodie Cathey has raturned
Monday after spending the weekDetroit.
end with his sister Mrs. Clyde to her home after a visit in

Tirza will perform her dance, oased
on mythology: in the specially-designed stall which won for the
glamorous dancer an honurary card
in the plumbers' union.

A jack rabbit can run faster
than a race horse, according to
the World Book Encyclopedia. The
••
Jones and family.
jack rabbit has been clocked at
Mrs. Louise Bidwell of Owens- 45 m.p.h. while top race liorse
Those visiting in the home of boro was in Murray visiting for a speed is only 42.3 m.p.h.
Mr. and Mrs. Donelson Friday few days.
were Mrs. Bruce Adams and son,
Billy, Mrs. James Witherspoon and
baby
More than one billion
son Joe Pat, Mrs. Louise Bidwell.
chicks are shipped annually by rail
Jerry Mac'Key. Mrs. Mollie Stewfrom southern hatcheries to every
art, Mrs. Neva Stewart and Betty,
part of the country with trifling
Mr. and Mrs. Wavil Stewart, and
Reoverocist-loss to life, according to the RailMr. arid Mrs. Louis Donelson and
Only you cop
way Express.
daughter. Every one enjayed

CAM MON bO(KERY
Distributed by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

on! Come on. I'll attend to yot
CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE
later." He made a sudden poke at
slightly
swayed
I
the
herr whi
LOTUS AMES
so a snot rang out. Intbdi erevolver.
wi h relief. It was all over
voluntarily. Lotus fell flat as shs
-Stu Lawrence and his men
to do Something
taught
had
were nere to take charge. She- whined over net head and kickec
could relax now,
up a divot In the sloping iawr
Lawrence s aidoer eyes went oe- thirty yards ahead StV heard a wonderful dinner.
PREVENT
yond her; they were stern and half strangled cry oentrld her ant
completely uncompromising. - Welt, the thud of a failing way.
FOREST
FIRES!
First Lt. Joe G. Wheeler and
Corbin, we didn't expect it to at
She lay Prone and weak wits'
Mrs. 9iheeler spent the weekend in
this easy. We started the fire here shock. Figures were darting towarc
to get you out of the nouse so a her from Belle Fleur. crying anc
Murray with his grandmiithee Mrs
few of our men could pre It a gesticulating. silhouetted against Sallie Humphreys. Mr. Wheeler
going over, out it was decent of the still flickering flames. A nano
has just finished his officers trainyou to lead us directly to your laid- was on her shoulder
ing in Baltimore. Md., and Virginia.
"Rosa. are you all right?"
den cache of dope."
They are now enroute to Reno;
Lachene and Corbin were behind
It was Stacy Corbin.
She stood up shakily and his Nev.. where he will be stationed.
her so she couldn't read their faces
• •
but Corbin's voice was cold with arm went around her for support
undisgiused fury.
In his other hand was a small
Mrs.
Harry
Wright ad son
supine
unmoving
-You can't prove I sold ani of automatic. The
figure of Curtis Corbin lay sprawl- Micheal of Metropolis. Ill., arrived
It."
"We don't have to and anyway ed on the grass. a purplish stain Saturday to spend the week with
her parents Dr. arid Mrs. 0. C.
we knew you wouldn't lower your- growing on the linen coat..
self to peddling the stuff. Your
"Stacy. you've k Ill e d y our
Wells.
do
else
someone
sets
always
father!"
Lit*
"My step-father," he corrected
the dirty work. It never falls.'
"I suppose you nave that same- and stared down at the still form
one, too?" It was a sneer.
without a flicker of emotion. "He
Council Meets Tues.
"Right. We ungliec quite an C4/3 said he was going to kill you. Rasaassortment of characters on thlit and he would have. I cut the enWednesday, September II
Circle I of the Womans Council other island an hour ago. The Ger- gine nf the motor boat and drifted
The first monthly P.T.A. meeting
of the First Christian Church met man officer wouldn't talk—ties a in. when I saw him marching you of the year will be held at the Murat 2.30 yesterday with Mrs. 0. B. cool customer —but Balch squealed down here."
ray high school at three o'clock.
pig, he spilled everyThe others reached them then.
Boone at her home on Lynn Grove like a stuck
burnThe the-me of the program will be
Lawrence came to Lotus with
thing.'
.
rood Cahostesses were Mrs. CharAt that Corbin burst into vile tng eyes. "Are you all right?
'Getting Acquainted." A social
lie Shroat and Mrs. Rudy Allbrit- profanity.
"Yes—Stacy saved my life.'
hour will follow.
dry,
admonishwas
voice
His
an
waved
Lawrence
ten.
"That's nice."
Only Crosley gives you the Sheiradore
The deviitional was given by Mrs ing revolver, "That's enough of '"I'he Department thanks you. CorThe Arts and Crafts Club will
... that outstanding convenience which puts twice as
s.
bin
Mies
present.
lady
a
there's
that,
meet with Mrs. L. E. Owen at hen
C E Roach and Mrs. 011ie Barmil front-row food at your fingertips every time vou
"'The Desartment?'
you can come over to our
Ames.
home on Twelfth street at 2:30
very informative side flow"
lett presented
open the door. No other refrigerator has any thing like
"Yes. Miss Ames. or Rosa Kiratalk about "Uuerto Rico".
it. That's lust onc big advantage you get in . ..
"Miss Anwar" Corbin muttered. man. Is one of our operatives. She o'clock
Mrs. Clyde Jones, chairman. preShe overheard Ms narsh stir- was sent down from Washington
Ylinraday...SePtember 9
Prised whisper as she started to on this case."
The Business and Professional
sided during the business session
Incredulous'
s
a
w
e
h
s
Stacy stared at her
group of the First Christian church
At this time plans were discussed move Then suddenly
swift motion going on —. then suddenly he began to
will meet at 7:30 with Mrs. George
f-r the group to entertain the new aware of
'rhino her and the cold ruxe of laugh it was g en u 1 n e ringing
Hart, North Fourth street. Miss
students at the Disciple Center.
i revolver oresseci against ner track laughter
-Well 1 guess the Joke's on me Margaret Campbell is leader.
ill
Refreshments were served during oeneath the shoulder Made Corbin
a P
the social hour to sixteen mem- rad snatched Lachene's gun trom after all!"
The Rebecca Tarry Young Wo015 upraised nand and was holding
bers and two visitors.
it against ner She se w a wick 'THEY were seated in the spacious man's asliciation will meet with
lace.
rHEY
flash of fear cross Lawrence s . ,
room at Belle Fleur Mrs. O. C7 Wells.
'Ali right' Corbin laic swarms. — Lotus Stacy Lawrence and a
Mrs. Frank James
I'll call the tune now. Thu gun few of the FBI men.
An executive board meeting of
-You see" Stacy said. "MY the Murray Womans
is loaded and if one of you make*
Is Honoree Of
Club will be
a move toward me I'll let her have step-father and I never pretendeo held at three o'clock.
Household Shower
it right in the back."
any real affection for each other
"You can't get away with this. I think I stuck with him oecause
The Wesleyan Service Guild of
Mrs. Frank James was t.,oriortd Corbin.Ends
he loved my mother as much as 1 the First
Methodist church will
with a hauschold shower Friday
can try'
did She was the one person I've
TONIGHT
LOW
at
meet
intently
7:30
and
at
o'clock
with Mrs. RobLotu.s stared
ever seen rum truly gentle
afternoon between twrt and four
Henry Fonda
mice net heart thudding What kind with And he kept me around ert Moyer, North Tenth street. Mrs.
iat•lock by her mother Mrs. J. A
now? Take a etaaiet • because he could use me" i
do
ne
would
Dick
Sykes will ix- program leader.
— in —
McCord at her home an North Sixth
"Then you knew what was gang
"ma
`cal a pre
"
4fter all' Cm
"The
street.
Oe
t
would')
worry and nr•I death
on. Corbin?"
Wednesday, September 11
The table was pretty with its lace much of a loss to the Department. .
Yes there's no use pretending
The United Daughters of the Clo"
Fugitive
Tliere was a Dante° look in nis I 'didn't Balch Caine to Dad with
cloth and decorations that carried
federacy will meet with Mrs. ',"Ern
out the pink and yellow color ryes. an expression that said ne this oronosition front the German Banks at 2:30.
made some diseovery officer He'd been one of those who
scheme. .Yellow punch and open- nad suddenly
. escaped on an unsurrendered Nazi
about himselt inn nit emotion,
fillfaced sandwiches with yellow
'You touch her " he sain nlarselv. !sub with millions in German gold
ing were served with Mrs. J. W. lino I'll ournp you full of lead " . He wasn't a Nazi but a fanatical
"It'll be too late then won t it?' German and he had the idea of
Tornme presiding at the punch
Corbin was eonfidero now cer- softenine UP the American people
bowl
Approximately thirty g ut its tain of his escape "Rosa and I be making: door fiends of them
are going to walk to rriv goat landto demoralize and
tuned and brought useful pretty ing. get m rov matorooet and icave It was a olan marks for German
make them easy
gifts.
shoot
to
not
orders
(Nye your men
propaganda and the next war."
•
• ••
or follow or you know what will . a Like the scheme the Jane used
In China" Lawrence said.
haPPerl'isTIAT
Lawrence gave the order.
"Etactly It sounded fantastic
More
water
Mk • -Her knee. felt like
but there was plenty of money In
RUMINATOR
To
than once as she made that seal- It for us A lb g Jan colony south
After
owl,' endless nightmarish walk to of Rio grew the °Plum and coos
the landina she thought she woven and sent It up to Pad in animals
The North Murray Homemakers collapse but the Mkt steel oraildble for his zoo Heel always order them
tilitaGing telt COsorDilINCIf Five Separate storage
addition of Modern
Impart the neees- in emirs and one would always be
Club will meet Friday. September her seemed to
tones, perfect temperature and humidity for every'
sary strength,
dead and stuffed with dope The
10. at 2 o'clock, in the home of the
other being very much alive would
- kind of food!
president, Mrs. Hubert Farris, Cadiz pAST the sea of dark Negroid fool the inspector"
4with
mast
rued.
fear
faces blanched
A
"A very Ingenious scheme. He
FitSCDOS.001111 COMPAITIMNI for Irene %wogs if a
ire was clever Are you sorry you killed
The'' lesson on"Quick Deagerts" the topiary strien siPt r•
handy nearacro section lot frozen foods, supplies ice
will ha- given by the foods leader, macabre lerklna Outdate< In the him.24'._
"No he was going to kill Rosa."
deine fire light nast the Mint
Cubes galore. Foods requiring normal dry cold are kept
Mrs. Fred Gingles
stark beauty of Belle Fleur 'reel!' Stacy smiled "What is your real
• •
money
-ken'
perfectly in the NOtaleCOLD CONaaarratWf wish ate*.
the
across
well
then
names"
The president and vice presi- turf to the water's edge
"Lotus—Lotus Ames"
Left-u.ers, salads and vegetables stay fresh an
dent of the United States are
"I'll always think of-you as Ran.
Corbin paused there his back tothe i.oisr. COO COMIlltrangli--fisog Coneitiosow lowerw.
It's been fun knowing you. When
elected actually six weeks after ward the water
tempted to kill rail right I get hut of tall 1011 look you up
Cereals, crackersymit 4nd sugar are stored "properly
election day. when the victorious
he Said en'eny "With again."
now anyway
meet
members
College
Electoral
(dryly) in the gvw-bry steitAsim.
4 1was dumfounded at his nonS
what they have an me now q tour- .
votes.
to cast their
cc and looked Inquiringly
ch.
let charge won't make any
Those features, phis the famous 21121gabeler, make
thourrht rani weren't what at . it Lawrence who nodded. "Yes
Mee
toy.
male
I
You'll have to nay the twice Corbin.
you Seemed Rosin Nit
five mighty good reasons to see the Crosier Shelvador•
mistake of letting Staee Convince hot it may not go 'too hard with
soon. Why not see it today!
you me differently "
Still keening the gun on her he, "Well I'll have lots of time to
Ante,
• /e)are
glanced tan the sffine et the scene dream in won't 11" He winked at
I
he was Cluittina and laeched bit- her as though dreaming of her in
terly
Jail was something to anticipate.
VARSITY THEATR E
"Tills was tr. or the Cartilnie
South Side Square
"The Fugitive'' Hr. 37 Min.)
(To be concluded)
aid ancestral home Well the devil
.
•
Feature Starts: 1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15- with It and with Rtacv-atig can (The character,in this serial are
•
fictltfottal
"Olt his own battles from now
Phone 646 9:15.
.
Maple Street

Isms now Had 2-visy
hr *Id problem
hilt,
...as
.

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub-scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
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Homemakers At
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Meet Friday

complete remodeling, redecorating and the
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and Save Molloy

•

FOR SALE-Two registered Poll
Hereford males, Dominoe bred, 7
months old-C. R. Buttei•worth, 1
mile west of Lynn Grove.
Slip

For Sale

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
FOR SALE-One used Kelvinator
10.30. rain or shine. P.M if they
refrigerator, 6 cu. ft.- West Ky.
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can. Electric Co. Phone 1087. . SIOP
buy.-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co., Hopkinsville,
Ky.
•

Malayla
LUMPUR,
KUALA
(UP)-The British are fighting a
vestpocket, shadow war in Malaya.
They call it a war; they call their
opponents the enuemy.
But it is a war without fronts.
niaEs battles, aerial opposition.

For Rent

government. no manifesto or -established program, no internationally known leader.
It consists of some 6,000-odd
men, mainly Chinese,, who fought
in ttu, anti-Japanese, underground
during the war as members of the
Malayan People's Anti - Japanese
Army iMPAJA). Its leadership is
dream mainly from the Malayan
Communist Party.

•

•

The war is fought on rubber
mines nad
estates, around tin
along modern highways running
through jungle terrain. It takes on
the form of short-lived engagements between pockets of insurgents and combined British army
and civil police forces. '
"Enemy" Unorganized
It is the war of the ambush, the
sneak attack, the night raid.
The "enerny" has no capitol, no

FOR SALE-International Pickup FOR RENT-House on Hazel highhay baler, 1942 Chevrolet one and way, 2 miles from city limits.
a half ton truck, 1935 Ford truck, Phone 738-M2.
S9c
1930 Model-A Ford, light fourfurnished
aFOR
RENT-4-room
wheel trailer, public address sys_
tern, seasoned oak and cedar lum- partment, electrically equipped.
ber-Rudolph Paschall, South 13th private entrance, private bath. 505
S9c
• St. Phone 987-J.
S9p Maple. Phone 204-J.
l'ARM.FOR SALE-53 acres, south- FOR RENT-Basement rooms to
east of Alnui. Good house, three middle age couple without chilrooms, two porches, small base- dren. Part of rent can be paid by
ment-Mrs. Iva Woodall.
S8p helping do housework. Applicant
must give references. Telephone
30.000 FEET OF SEASONEL LUM- I169-J.
SlOp
BER. Boxing, decking, and framing. See John Nance at Nance
Bros: Sawmill, New Concord, Kentucky.
Sac
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales anal
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
Norge 10 Cu. ft. electric refrigera- Hazel Highway, one block south
tors, see Economy Hardware Store. of Sycamore Street.
East Main. Phone 575.
S9c
IMPORTANT TO ICELVIPATOR
CHEAP DRESSES FOR SALE -- OWNERS-If you live in Calloway
Wool and crepek Size 14. 18 sec- County-If you have purchased
ond band dressills:' also 2 coats- any Kelvinator applianee-, range.
204 N. 5th.
Sgp refrigerator, water heater - from
any source other than your authorFOR SALE- Boy's bicycle. Call ized dealer, Riley Furniture Co.,
865-R-Mrs. Earl Nanney. 400 N. your guarantee is not in effect. If
6
Fifth St
Sep you wish to have theM appliances
guaranteed, at no cost to you, conFOR SALE-Quaker oil heater. tact Riley Furniture and Appliance
Used 1 .1-2 seasons-John T. Las- Co., at once-Phone 587.
tf
suer. 3 1-2 miles from Murray on
S14p
Concord Highway.
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JOINS A NICE BUNCH It's grape harvest time in
Las Vegas, and pretty Jeannette Pracejus, this year's
grape queen, shows how big
and round grapes grow in
scenic capital as
-result of sunshine, water
and care.

Notices

in

ubger

Can Black-Draught
Help You
When You Feel Logy?
tes, Black-Draught may help that headachy feeling If the only resson you feel
headachy is because of consUpatiott.
Black-Draught, the friendly laxative, Le
usually prompt and thorough when takes
U cilrected. it costa only a penny or lege
• dose. Than' why It has been • Witseller with four genersUons. 11 you aro
troubled with Such ilYtePtents as less of
ium
el=
. lippeUte, headache, upset atoma
lent*, physical fatigue,
mental haslness, bad breath--==
symptoms are due otity-to
theta see what Illack-Draeght Vims do ter
r9V. Olt• package today.

•

TO GET AHEAD
THE WAY IS CLEAR
GET CAUGHT UP FIRST
WITH CASH FROM HERE

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

J(4 fli113
Id IW1J

as-Transgression

I-Empty space
4-He could eat 110
fat
S-To cot
12-Monkey
13-To speak
14-Macaw
I5.-Loud noise
17-Waited upon
19-Wolfhound
21-Among
22-Juggler
25-Heavy metal
33-Ancient 8yriao3
deity
29-Became lifeless
30-Rigid
1.

OW maw wai3

31-Tree joke
33-willow

ADROES

o

36-To dye
35-Placed
40-Location
41-To shout
42-Belongs
44-Too
46-Girl's nickname
47-Effeminate
50-Patron of sailor*
113-111gh priest of
Israel
54-Mexican shrub
54-Hearing organ
57-To cure leather
56-Kicks football
59-Pernale ruff

3

7

5

WA R ABTA
P1RCI1aA 400[IMMN
P0S41 00314A
ogn amm4FA WOM
MODIAW MailV
MOWMAE ANAME
SWIM RENO
WillgOaS ADA
OUP • OM BAA
30(2 Q:s..174 A Alq
it)

9

DOWN
1-To gossip lalan0
3-Wallaba
5-Pert. to
punishment
4-In this manner •
5-Capers
6-Rode nt
7-Aroma
g-To pour

ii

14

1Z
ty

IS

9-Grieves
12

FOR EVERGREENS, FLOWERING
work, Roy
shrubs, landscape
Schmaus Nursery, Benton, Ky.. or
See R. A. Starks, 715 Sycamore,
W U
Murray, By.

s

Lost and Found]
LOST-Half moon leather change
purse with covered wagon on bock.
either Saturday night on Mulberry
Street or Sunday morning at the
Clinic. Finder, rejurn purse and
keep the money. to Mrs. Joe Thur&le
man. 400 S. 12th St.
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ICED BONNET-Raspberryred wool jersey is used to
snake this draped hat from
Paris for fall wear. A bonnet-like hem frames face
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Nebraska Ilas Lake
And Cornhuskers
See Possibilities

Authfiritative quarters in Kuala
Lumpur, capital of the Malay Federation,- expects the .preseat -banOGALLALA, Neb. (UP)--No one
dit suppression" campaign to last has been trying to keep it a secret
about 16 months.
but there is a lake a few"miles
The biggest obstacle the British from this cow town that many
face in stamping out the current people, including Nebraskans, don't
reign of terror in Malaya is track- know about.
"All this happened without ading down the guerrilla in the junThe situation may be changed vertising," Mrs. Allen points out.
gle.
one of these days. There are peo- "And with practically no accomThe jungles are back firing. In ple who think the lake can become modations for tourists."
One eating place is located on
1941 the British pinned their hopes the "playground of the Middleupon Inc jungle in an effort to stop west," thereby enabling the Corn- the lake, Mrs. Allen says. It seats
the Japanese advance down alb husker state to cash in on some of 11. The day the 10,000 cars were
counted, a wan who sells bait had
scimitar - shaped 'peninsula, but the tourist crop.
now Britain's enemy is pinning its
Lake McConaughy, which meas- 2,000 customers.
hopes for victory upon the jungle. ures 55 square miles, was built ,or
Inairgents, after an attack, dis- work. Its purpose is to irrigate
appear as swiftly as they appear- farm land. Now some people think
thanks to the jungle terrain.
there is no reason why gay-shirted
vacationers should not frolic on its
Campaign Through
Against the insurgent bands. the sandy beaches.
Woman Sees Prospects
English have an estimated force of
Prominent among those who
15.000 men.
They conduct daily clearing think so is Mrs. Marcella Allen of
sweeps and raids. They make daily Lincoln. -A.S.• secretary of the NeAssociation,
arrests. Thousands of persons have braska Reclamation
been screened hundreds detained. her first love is irrigation, but she
Now national registration is being 'also plugs for anything else -sitethinks might develop the state.
undertaken.
She therefore, does not hesitate
The British announced plan is to
to spread the word about Lake
keep the insurgents moving, to deprive them of food and recruits, to McConaughy. She doesn't care how
break up their concentrations, to many people get in on the ground
floor of what may be a new Nebring them to battle unprepared,
braska industry.
to drive them into the jungle and
Construction on the dam that
there track them down.
And against this background is holds back waters of McConuaghy
IT'S GOOL biSlriISS
_the' cocky British attitude: "We was started in 1936. It was com,
TO VIIPLOI
rode out the blitz: and. we'll ride pleted in • 1941. Thk lake grew up
DHABI rD VETERANS
during the war when, people had
this one out. too."'
other things to think about. As a
atAllentan-Cisreseet
Use our Classtrico Ads - They result, Mrs. Allen says, not enough
get the business.

"STANDARD"

WE SELL

Farm Tested Feeds
ligliest Quality
at

RUBBER STAMPS

Lowest Cost

Ledger & Times

ROSS FEED CO. 'L
Murray, Ky.

Tel. 101

North 3rd St.

By Ernie Bushtniller

High Voltage
Eig/V/F- Iitg/S:4',a5e/g.ce-7a-.

SLUGGO -CAN YOU

NOW TH' TOASTER
POPS UP AND F "TA' TOAST
I
STAYS
THE RE

HAVE YOU
FINISHED
YET

FIX THIS TOASTER ?-THE TOAST DOESN'T

-POP UP

YEP

SURE

CARD OF THANKS

Ar

4.4

We wish to express our most sincere thanks to our good neighbors
and friends for every deed of kindness and act of sympathy shown us
Se
4.1.411
during the illness and death of our
se.
darling wife and mother, Mrs.
Mary Brittain.
We especially want to thank Dr,
Butterworth mid his faithful nurse
for their untiring efforts to save
her; also Bro. Harris and Mo. Wil.4
4
son for their consoling words; and
Mrs. Linus Spiceland. the pianist,
and the choir for the beautiful
getting
toward
The first step
songs; Max Churchill funeral home
ahead is getting seven Consoli- for their courtesy: the hospital staff
date Old Bills with a friendly cosh for caring for our infant babe; and
loon and get a fresh start. See us for the beautiful floral offerings.
May God bless each and every
today.
Ur TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY (Inc of you. We fall to have words
Borrow now while maximum terms to express our appreciation-Billie
may he obtained for all purposes Brittian and child4n.

people are aware of Big WA:onaughy's recreational potential.
The word has got around to
"Some, however. One Sunday not
long ago 10,000 cars were counted
around the lake. The state fish and
game commission reports that four
tons of crappies were fished out of
the clear, pile water in a single
day.

••••••••••••••••

NANCY

Uncle Sam

2.'

V'55

37

3.•

10-Part of -to be"
11-Lump
16-Happy
18-African rlier
20-Ne7aCts e :on
=-Dinitn,:ine of
Elizabeth
23-Winged
24-Roman °Metal
26-Pert. to Asia
27-Blight depressions
30-H•ckneyed
32-Faithful follow,.
34-Sincere
37-Badly
39-Vale
43-French soldier
of World War 1
43-Bicker
45-Rebuff
47-To allow
48-Wing
49-Reletion
51-Oirrs name
52-Native metal
55-Bone

17
7
.
13 '
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31

COMMUNITY DECORATING CO.,
painting inside and outside. Complete decorating service. Contract
or hour. Call 688-R.4. Free estimates

24

23

zs

Services Offered

friy
t.

Most informed opinion describes
the insurgent revolt as springing
from a combination of post war
social unrest, Communist inspiration and general gangsterism.
British Firm
The British are adamant in their
contention that the insurgent goal

[CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Fevada's

a

baby
v rail
wery
ifling
Rail-

is the creation of a "Malayan So- I
viet Republic" or Communist police
state.

BRITISH IN "SILENT WAR"
ON MALAYAN INSURGENTS
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Can you keep on the "up" side of
life's see-saw? The bumps come
when you are ton the "down" side
and they aren't funny. For most of
these bumps are financial ones and
they hurt, unless you cushion the
shock. Millions of Americans have
discovered the safe. automatic pillow against financial bumps. That
pillow is U.S. Savings Bonds. By
allotting only $2.50 a week, you will
accumulate 81440.84 in ten years.
There are two convenient methods
for the purchase of U.S. Savings
Savings Plan
;American travelers on British_ Bonds--the Payroll
where you work or, if self-employed.
railways discover that 4 baggage the Bond-a-Month Plan where you
cheek has become a claikroum bank4
friMMOns DeVertaieliN
ticket, brakemen and conductors
that can be moldplastic
A
new
are guardsmen, a caboose is a
brake van on a goods train, ex- ed and cut into exact models of
press freight is parcel traffic, A ItAustrial tools or machine parts
switchman is a pointsman arAl
and then tested undei stiess has
string of cars is a rake of wagons. been developed.

By Raeburn Van Buren

Revelation !

ABBIE an' SLATS

NO, DOCTOR REDGRAVE. IT

NATURALLY, NOW THAT HE'S
GOING TO LOOK LIKE THIS YOU'RE
THROUGH WITH HIM,
I SUPPOSE

WASN'T CHARLIE'S FACE
I LOVED,-

IT WAS SOMETHING INSIDE
HIM--SOMETHING NO
DOCTOR COULD

elth

REMOVE THE
BANDAGES,.

CHANGE.-

•C" •

r

SHE'S GOING TO

•

7

cr.&

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDRE1? W. SIMMONS,

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:C./0 O'CLOCK

SALES REPORT FOR SEPT. 7, 1948
621
Total head sold
Grass Fat Steers
Baby Reeves
Fat Cows
Canners and alters
Milk Cot's, per head

24.0027.6
5
22.50- 26.t
17.00- 19.00
12.00- 16.50
90.00-235.00

By Al Capp

There's Good Schrum' Tonight I I .

LI'L. ABNER

Owner

Fant. Veals

29.00

No.4 Veals

28.00

No. 2 Veals

24.40

Throwouts

FO' A VAIOLE WELK
AH LEFT 10'T'SELL
OUR BELOWSTANDARD_
GROCERIES AN'CONDEMNED MEAT-AN'
114AR'S NOT A CUT
IN TI-I' TILL,

vo'atoolc/

OUCH-P.
PAJT THIS
-THEY SIN
E.ATIN: ALL
15 TI-I' ONLY
TH'
STORE IN
RIGHT, "SOFT
ITV.P7' HEARTED JOHN"
CO
EVEN
FO'INSTANCE_

PATCHEMS
GOTTA RATA"

LOOK AT
*STRINGSEAN
McPOLE

AS A HAWG PPFAT
NEvAH *V4, EiGi-IED MORE N So POUNDS,
BEFO'f7-?P?- AN'THEM CALLON--MEV
S LOOKS HEALTHY.'?- MAH PRICES HAS
ALLUS BIN HIGH ENUFF T'PREVENT ANY
DOGPATCH CHILE FUM BEN'DISGUSTINIY
HEALTHY PP

unP"

8.00- 2
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HOGS
190 to 250 Pounds
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attended by 150 allied and German
, newsmen.
"The city assembly has proven 1t•ss iiad ineffective,"
self wei
Litke said. "The sed 'socialist uni•
t, party will have no further
fiarticipation if th• assembly stays
in the west sectors."
,UPi—German
i
BERLIN. Sept.
He charged that there could be
communist It.aders in Berlin an- no effective administration of Bernounced today they had broken lin with the government situated
completely with the west sector -outside the city, hall and outside
German administrntio.i. thus.
the Soviet sector.
malty cutting Berlin into two cities
The assembly was in effect chasfor all intents and purposes:
ed from the city hall in the Russian
The socialist unity iC._.:ointinisti .i.ectoc yesterday. Communist riothall, smashed
party will have no dart of the ers stormed the
legal city- administration which •doten doors, blocked a scheduled
moved to the British sector last meeing of the assembly, and cartnight after commonist mobs sto. fli- ed off in chains a group of west
ed the city hall. the party leader- sector German police detailed to
ship announced.
guard the meeting.
Asked if the sed would take part
Korl Litke, leader of the corn'muni'st minority in the city assem- in the transplanted assembly. Li:bly, proclaimed the formal parti- ke said emphatically:
"If they want us. they will come
tion of Berlin at a press conference

BERLIN FORMALLY
DIVIDED INTO
i
TWO CITIES

I

MAY BE CONVERTED,
Righthander Carl Sheih,
who is one of the Philadelphia Athletics' pitching
mainstays, may forsake the
mound for the outfield next
year. Connie Mack, who
considers the 2I -year -old
from Gratz, Pa., "a great
3atsman," says he is seriously considering convert-'
ing Scheib to an outfielder
—if he can find a capable
hurling replacement. s
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V.'asps are hetpful to man. They
sometimes damage fruit. but they.
also destroy large numbers sf
other harmful
caterpillars and
•
insects
The first watch 'was invented
about 1500 by Peser Henle. who
lived in Nurnberg. Germany.
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trialists can figure out what they
will need in manpower. materials,.
machines and financing.
The board also is working out a
system to provide prordies tq headers of the contracts. to insure ',heir
obtaining needed materials. voluntary basis
Defense agencies will make it
clear to each participating firm
that the standby orders will hate
no official basis mail or unleseongress enacts emergency tests
lation on some future M-day. providing fords for the - activation ,
of the orders.

With the standby order system.
the government hopes to eliminate the confusion and uncertainty that hampered the start of full.
-somber% of the inlernanonal bro. tilt war production after Pearl
therhood of teamsters •APLi are Harbor. It will enable private inormanding a 25-cents - an-hour dustry to go ahead now stab deass, ::;crease and other benefits.'nailed planning for its M-day role
shi.e truck( rs have offered 151 The phantom contracts will pro•
cents
I side manufacturers with the exact
•
Several large grocery chains, j specifieuto ,ns of, the product each
e They
kissels have had= IOW deliveries will be expected to produ,
NEW YORK. Sept 7. 'UP.— • from warehouses since last Tuts- 1 'sill indicate how much the got'Housewivell felt the firsrrisirch of day. warned that their outlets will I ernment will want of each, and the
—Viild truck str:ke I slay as ! be forted to close soon from lack approximate price it will pay.
the wet
I With that information. .indusshele• in many chain groce•ies of supplies.
were emptied andmil k deliveries I Dairies. which have received no I
were cut short.
earibdard- milk cortainers since! that publicatems could continue
Some 3 500 New Jersey drivers the• strike began Sept. I. were I only so long as newsprint stored
joined 10.000- .New Yost( ut •v• rs forced to cut del:vertes to stores. in their building held out. Other
zturnir.g bzicot _The New York Daily Mirrow I papers reported up to seven days
s todayon picket
,at- was the first newspaper to tx hit supply of newsprint left
out-of-town- freight haulers
In Newark. negotiations between
by 'he shortage qf newsprint dertrmptirui to
the
'
• veloping as strikers• refused to employers and 3.500 striking memarea.
Neat regoti.•tions were set for handle paper on an "essential" bers of local 478 1 the teamsters
late today but neither urtion nor basis. The mirror published a slim Union broke up early this morn•
employers were optimist:- abreit 18-page edition with no. z.dvertisi ing with a report of "no progress"
to the' (1:stole The ping today
art • ,r1v

TRUCK STRIKE
EMPTIES GROCERY
SHELVES IN N.Y.

•

.1

BRION DOLLAR
'STANDBY' ORDERS
TO BE ISSUED

ORCHIDS FOR LIFE — Mrs. Peggy Fox of San Fernando,
Calif, adjusts an orchid in her hair after the regular Saturday delnery had arrived. Husband William Fox (in picture
on dresser) died three years ago. but made a deal with a
nearby florist to supply his wife with a fresh orchid every
Saturday.

Ul

THOSE CRAZY BARTLETT'S

' a
BACKSTAGE AT THE MET—Its difficulties with labor unions resolved, the Metropolitan
Opera in Ne* York City is pushing plans for its 1948-1949 season. which was threatened
with Cancellation. Backstage, Rossina. Mary and Jennie refurbish feminine costumes.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 7. allat—
Defense agencies' soon will issue
of
$1.000.000.000 -worth
nearly
"standby- war production orders
designed to go into effect mstantly
on any future M-day.
The orders. It was learned today. arepart of a plan developed.
by the national security resources
coard to cut from five months to
one year from the time required
to msbilize US industry for war.
First of the "phantom" procurement orders will be for 100.000
works
program
tools. If. the
smoothly. the board plans to place
several billion dollars worth of
industry.
al-one of the orders will, have
legally-binding contract status until they are "ataivatecr_by t ,e government But that Aliuld be done
in any future emergency by a simple. terse telegram of authorizat•'
non
Officials describe the plan as the
practical
substantial and
-first
achievement" of the national secartty resources board. which was
created by the armed services unification act last year. It is the
top - level defense mobilization
planning agency of the government

was

too hot to handle on the Berlin
here. We will not go there."
level, and would be referred to
-semierred
•
,
commanaeis
•
Western
government levels for decision.
on ways of freeing 26 German
the
in
police still virtual captives
KEEPS BUSY AT U
city hall.
WHITEHALL riss.1.11P1—Elland
bloodshed
and
violence
A day of
Berg, 82. says the only time he gets
which officials feared might have
$
is when his wife, 72, forces
tired
blasted any hope for renewal of
him to take a day off. When a man
four - power administration here
hired to paint his daughter's house ,
promised to have repercussions in
show up recently. Berg did
didn't
and
I
Mossow
Washington, London.
I the job himself. His other activities
Paris.
include helping on neighboring
The four governments may be
farms, doing odd jobs, and raising a
called upon to decide such grave I
vegetable garden.
issues as the violation by Soviet I
I.iaison
American
officers of the
STILL ROLLING
Mission at the Berlin city hall yesV.
into mission I PLYMOUTH, Wis. IUP/
Charging
terday.
and,
quarters, the Russian officers or- Volk. 82. is still rolling his o*n,
Volk retirdered western liaison officers to l other men's cigars, too.
ed 13 years ago, but the shortage of
leave the building.
him
believed skilled costar makers forced
Responsible quarters
!back 'n business. Ne now turns out
that the high handed Soviet action
six hours he
demonstrators !100 stogies in the
while communist
the building works daily.
were rioting through .
•

By PEGGY DERN
Young Celia BartIett hal the props knocked out from
under her when the man she loved marred another cjirl.
So Celia decides to leave New York end go home to
her family--a famiPy she hardly knows. When Celia was

I.

born her parents had been too busy trouping in vaudev:Ile to keep her with them, !,o her upbr:ng;n3 was taken

this
den
as
Po&

over by an aunt. On the Southbound train she meets
young, red-haired Rusty Randolph, a discharged soldier,
- going to visit her family. Celia is hurt cad
who is a!:,o

add
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ashamed when Rusty refers to her people as -Those
Crary Bartletts." Look for Chapter I of this dramatic
new serial beginning

Starts Tomorrow - The Ledger & Times.
4

111/2 cubic feet of food storage in this NEW
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Frigidaire Deluxe Refrigerator
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•Larger, colder Super-Freezer

Chest for storing more frozen
foods longer
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•Famous Meter-Miser mechanism
with 5-Year Protection Plan

•

•

•Exclusive Ouickube Trays with
Instant Cube Release
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•All-aluminum, rust-proof shelves

1

•

•Full-width, roller-bearing
Hydrator, all-porcelain

VII
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•Sliding basket-shelf for eggs
and other small packages

Tell Your Neighbor About
The Ledger & Times
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Do

•New-type Cold-Control for
winter-summer refrigeration
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•Large, tall-bottle space
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More Frigidaire Refrigerators serve in more

Ca

American homes than any other make.
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Johnson Appliance Company
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Telephone 56

South Side Square
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